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A systems view of Professional Boundaries
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Architecture Urban Design Urban Planning

Definition The design of individual 
buildings, which are conceived 
primarily in terms of design 
parameters of artificially 
controlled environments

An open system that uses 
individual architectural elements 
and ambient space as its basic 
vocabulary, and that is focused 
on social interaction and 
communication in the public 
realm

The agent of the state in 
controlling the production of land 
for the purpose of capital 
accumulation and social 
reproduction; in allocating sites 
for the collective consumption of 
social goods such as hospitals, 
schools and religious buildings; 
and in providing space for the 
production, circulation and 
eventual consumption of 
commodities

Element

i. structure Static + human activity Morphology of space and form 
(history and human activity) Government bureaucracy

ii. Environment Three-dimensional (closed system) Four-dimensional (open system) The political economy of the state

iii. Resources Materials + energy + design theory Architecture + ambient space + 
social theory

Systems of legitimation and 
communication

iv. Objective Socials closure / physical protection Social communication and 
interaction

To implement the prevailing 
ideology of power

v. Behaviour Design parameters, artificially 
controlled environments Dynamics of urban land markets Dynamics of advanced capitalist 

societies

Source: Carmona, M., Heath, T., Taner, O. & Tiesdell, S. 2010. Public Places - Urban Spaces: the dimensions of Urban Design - 2nd Edition, Amsterdam, Architectural Press. [table 1.1, page 5]
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Overview

Different types of urban design activities [process] 
Lang, J. T. 2005. Urban design : a typology of procedures and products, Oxford ; Burlington, MA, Elsevier/Architectural Press. !
!
Different areas of concentration in urban design [product] 
Vernez Moudon, A. 1992. A Catholic Approach to Organizing What Urban Designers Should Know. Journal of Planning Literature, 6, 331-349. 
!
!
Different approaches to study design [design~research] 
Koskinen, I. K. 2011. Design research through practice from the lab, field, and showroom. Waltham, MA: Morgan Kaufmann.
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Different types of urban design activities
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Guideline designer

Vision-maker 
(concept provider)

Policy-maker

Urban 
conservationist

Urban manager

Community 
motivator/catalyst

Facilitator of urban 
events

Urban designer

'All-of-a-piece' 
urban designer

Total designer

Delta designer?

Infrastructure 
designer

Municipality

Private urban 
design office

Example: my personal experience

Provinces

categories based on Lang (2005) cited in Carmona et al (2010)
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“All of a piece” urban design 1/2

• The urban design team designs a master-plan, 
including guidelines for sub-projects; 

• The urban design team supervises and reviews 
each sub-proposal; 

• Different sub-proposals are, in general, not 
implemented simultaneously. 

• The work of Palmbout is illustrative in this case; their ‘layers’ 
address different themes, related to different dynamics/
morphological properties/stakeholders.
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Images: Palmboom, F. & Bout, J. V. D. 2010. Drawing the Ground - Landscape Urbanism Today, Basel, Birkhauser, Saul Steinberg (1954)
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“All of a piece” urban design 2/2

• The master-plan is part of the Decision Environment for other designers; 
• Often, the designer of the master-plan designs some sub-projects as well.
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1st order design2nd order design

Illustration: George, R. V. 1997. A Procedural Explanation for Contemporary Urban Design. Journal of Urban Design, 2, 143-161.
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Community motivator/catalyst 1/2

An example from Urban Synergy (will give a talk on MAR 27) 
• The urban designers interviewed inhabitants living in a 

specific neighbourhood; 
• They were asked to map important places and give their 

value assessment of those places; 
• Based on this information the designers formulated a ‘design 

competition’ for inhabitants; 
• Besides, the designer conducted a ‘traditional’ urban 

analysis offering them insight in the potentials of the 
neighbourhood; 

• From the competition entries the best ideas were selected, 
and three projects were defined; 

• The urban designers then designed one of the projects, 
which is currently under construction.
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http://www.urbansynergy.nl
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Community motivator/catalyst 2/2

• First, the urban designers create a decision environment, involving the inhabitants; 
• Secondly, they make a ‘total design’ for the selected projects.
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Illustration: George, R. V. 1997. A Procedural Explanation for Contemporary Urban Design. Journal of Urban Design, 2, 143-161.

1st order design2nd order design

Illustration: George, R. V. 1997. A Procedural Explanation for Contemporary Urban Design. Journal of Urban Design, 2, 143-161.
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Policy maker / Guideline designer 1/2

Design review policy document (welstandsnota in Dutch) together with a 
report on the cultural heritage of the municipality of Lansingerland.
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report on cultural heritage providing background 
information 
together with Beek & Kooiman Cultuurhistorie

design review policy document setting guidelines 
and principles - value assessment 
together with José van Campen
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Policy maker / Guideline designer 2/2

The design review policy document is an important part the 
(formalised) decision environment for reviewing architectural/urban 
design proposals.
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welstandsvrij

vrij met excessenregeling

licht

bijzonder

ontwikkelingsgebied

transformatiegebied

woonwijken vrij met excessenregeling

historische polderlinten

historische dijklinten

historische kernen

rijtjes aan straten (1950-1970)

stroken en blokken (1960-1975)

woonerven (1970-1990)

woongebieden na 1985

woon en werklinten in het glastuinbouwgebied

bedrijventerreinen

agrarisch gebied

recreatie en sportgebieden

ontwikkelingsgebied

transformatiegebied

illustrations: Lansginerland (2010), George (1997)

+  
(historical) landscape-architecture 

geography 

urban planning

3rd order design?
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Link to theory, methodology, and techniques

• Although theories are mostly implicit in practice, they play an important role, 
because theories are a way to understand ‘reality’.  

• The way you understand the urban environment influences the way you 
interact with it (in our case, by planning/designing). 
!
Every type of urban design has a different emphasis on different methods and 
techniques: 
• Palmboom: emphasis on drawing as an explorative tool; 
• UrbanSynergy: emphasis on ways to involve inhabitants; 
• Lansingerland: emphasis on value assessment and policy making.
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A typical Dutch example…

“Wat is de beste manier om een crimineel netwerk kapot te maken? Tot voor kort ging de politie vooral 
op eigen ervaring en intuïtie af bij het bepalen van een strategie om drugsbendes aan te pakken. 
Wetenschapper Peter Sloot schoof alle aannames opzij en maakte in samenwerking met de politie 
complexe modellen van de werking van criminele netwerken.”
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Different areas of concentration in urban design 
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Complexity-
Cognition Studies

Urban History 
Studies

Space-Morphology 
Studies

Typology-
Morphology Studies Place Studies

Picturesque Studies

Nature-Ecology 
Studies

Urban design

Environment-
Behavior Studies

adapted from Vernez Moudon (1992)
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Typology-Morphology studies

“...they are not so much interested in 
the the form of the buildings or their 
architectural style as they are in the 
relationship between buildings and the 
open spaces surrounding them” 

Vernez Moudon (1992)
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Burg, L van den (2004). Urban Analysis Guidebook: typomorphology. Delft, TU-Delft
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Space-Morphology studies

“...the focus of this research group is to 
uncover the fundamental characteristics 
of urban geometries... quantifying both 
elements and their relationships” 
!
“Hillier is researching the underlying 
generative elements of space and looking 
for a so-called spatial grammar as it 
relates to social systems” 

Vernez Moudon (1992)
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Space Syntax analysis of London (Hillier); 3D isovist analysis (Stolk & Van Bilsen)
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Environment - Behavior Studies

“The study of relations between people and 
their surroundings...” 
!
“In the 1960s, the design and planning 
professions turned to sociology and 
environmental psychology as sources of 
valuable information…” 

Vernez Moudon (1992)
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 images: Dorst, M. V. 2005. Een duurzaam leefbare woonomgeving. PhD, Technische Universiteit Delft.
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Link to theory, methodology, techniques
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EXAMPLE!
Theory Methodology Techniques

Typology-
Morphology  
Studies

Typology/Morphology  
theories (Conzen)

Analyzing typology and 
morphology and its 
interrelations

Specific mapping & 
drawing techniques

Space- 
Morphology  
Studies

Configurational theory of 
architecture (Hillier)

Analyzing configurations Computer applications, 
like Depthmap

Environment-
Behavior  
Studies

Privacy theory (Altman) Observing human 
behavior

Mapping & visualizing 
presence and 
interaction
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Different approaches to study design
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The social sciences 
in design

Design history, 
aesthetics, and 

philosophy

Practice-based 
research

Product semantics 
and semiotics

The natural 
sciences in design

Engineering and 
computer science

Design 
management

Constructive design 
research

Design research
Psychology and 
design, design 

studies

adapted from Koskinen (2011)
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Practice-based Research (PbR)

Practice-based Research is an original investigation undertaken in order to 
gain new knowledge partly by means of practice and the outcomes of that 
practice. 
!
This approach: 
Is an integration of professional experiential knowledge-gathering and 
academic research. 
!
!
Some sources: 
Biggs, M. a. R. & Büchler, D. 2008. Architectural Practice and Academic Research. Nordic Journal of Architectural Research, 20, 12. 
Biggs, M. a. R. & Büchler, D. 2008. Eight criteria for practice-based research in the creative and cultural industries. Art, Design & Communication in Higher 

Education, 7, 5-18. 
Rocco, R., Biggs, M. a. R. & Büchler, D. Design, practice and research: interconnections and the criterion-based approach.  8th European Academy of 

Design Conference, 2009 Aberdeen, Scotland. 
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Psychology and design, design studies

“As a style of thinking, design thinking is generally considered the ability to 
combine empathy for the context of a problem, creativity in the generation of 
insights and solutions, and rationality to analyze and fit solutions to the 
context.” (source: Wikipedia) 
!
This approach: 
Tries to gain an understanding of (individual and collective) design activities 
focussing both on the designed artifact as well as the design process. 
!
Some sources: 
Cross, N. 2007. Designerly Ways of Knowing, Basel Boston Berlin, Birkhauser 
Lawson, B. & Dorst, K. 2009. Design Expertise, Oxford, Architectural Press. 
Portugali, J. & Stolk, E. H. 2014. A SIRN view on design thinking – An urban design perspective. Environment and Planning B: Planning and Design, 

Advanced online publication. !!!!!
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Design Management

From the website of RE&H: 
“Architectural Design Management involves the strategic  
design, organization, and control of architectural and  
constructional design processes, with the objective of  
creating value through design: i.e. facilitating the creation  
of buildings with added value (and added architectural value)  
for all those directly or indirectly concerned with them.” 

!
Urban design as ‘2nd order design’ implies urban designers are/should be design 
managers as well - so it might be worthwhile studying this approach.
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http://www.bk.tudelft.nl/en/about-faculty/departments/real-estate-and-housing/organisation/chairs/architectural-design-management/

http://www.bk.tudelft.nl/en/about-faculty/departments/real-estate-and-housing/organisation/chairs/architectural-design-management/
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Link to theory, methodology, techniques
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EXAMPLE!
Theory Methodology Techniques

Practice-
based 
Research

PbR (Bourdieu, Biggs 
and Buchler)

Action research, design 
research (research by 
design?)

Research by design?, 
experimental designing, 
reflective designing 

Psychology 
and design

Mental models 
(Johnson-Laird)

Analyzing the interaction 
between individual and 
collective mental models

Protocol studies using 
Latent Semantic 
Analysis (LSA)

Design 
Management

Decision making 
(Hogarth)

Instrumental case study 
focussing on decision 
making and design values

Semi-structured 
focused interviews with 
relevant stakeholders
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Summary

In general, it might be useful to find out: 
1. what types of urban design you need/want; 
2. what is your (preferred) area of concentration; 
3. which approach to study design might offer useful 

insights. 
!

And keep in mind there might be (strong) relations 
between those three... 
!
.. and theories, methods and techniques will follow 
naturally from these decisions.
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The social sciences 
in design

Design history, 
aesthetics, and 

philosophy

Practice-based 
research

Product semantics 
and semiotics

The natural 
sciences in design

Engineering and 
computer science

Design 
management

Constructive design 
research

Design research
Psychology and 
design, design 

studies

Complexity-
Cognition Studies

Urban History 
Studies

Space-Morphology 
Studies

Typology-
Morphology Studies Place Studies

Picturesque Studies

Nature-Ecology 
Studies

Urban design

Environment-
Behavior Studies

Guideline designer

Vision-maker 
(concept provider)

Policy-maker

Urban 
conservationist

Urban manager

Community 
motivator/catalyst

Facilitator of urban 
events

Urban designer

'All-of-a-piece' 
urban designer

Total designer

Delta designer?

Infrastructure 
designer
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Assignment to be handed in next week

Based on your “research and design project”… 
!

1 A4 with: 
• the type of urban design you need/want; 
• your preferred area(s) of concentration for your MSc-thesis based on the 

categories of Moudon (1992), including a motivation; 
• indication of the methods you need in order to execute design~research in this/

these area(s) of concentration. 
• approach to study the relation between research and design 
!

Sources: 
Carmona, M., Heath, T., Taner, O. & Tiesdell, S. 2010. Public Places - Urban Spaces: the dimensions of Urban Design - 2nd Edition, Amsterdam, Architectural Press. 
Lang, J. T. 2005. Urban design : a typology of procedures and products, Oxford ; Burlington, MA, Elsevier/Architectural Press. 
Koskinen, I. K. 2011. Design research through practice from the lab, field, and showroom. Waltham, MA: Morgan Kaufmann,. 
Vernez Moudon, A. 1992. A Catholic Approach to Organizing What Urban Designers Should Know. Journal of Planning Literature, 6, 331-349
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